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The Question 
 
 Several years ago, Julio García, a Mexican migrant in Atlanta told me, 
Gracias a Dios, mi esposa nunca ha tenido que trabajar (Thank heavens, 
my wife has never had to work). This even though I'd worked with him 
through his unemployment, disability and other problems, during which 
time he was unable to send her money. How did she make it if she didn't 
have a source of income? Throughout Mexico, male informants report that 
women don't work in the campo (fields), even though everywhere I go, I see 
women working in the fields. About that same time, I read in Lynn Ste-
phen's 1990 book, Zapotec Women, that women took over the agricultural 
work during the bracero (literally, arms, for imported labor) period in the 
1950s, when men from Teotitlán del Valle in Oaxaca migrated to the United 
States. (The men returned with enough money to buy the looms—the means 
of production for the "genuine American Indian rugs" so beloved by tour-
ists—with designs by Picasso, Escher and lately, the Navajo). These two 
contradictory versions (that women don't work, and that women's work 
made male migration possible) led me to write the proposal this research re-
ports on.2 I asked how women manage, especially when their husband is a 
migrant (who may or may not remit faithfully). One of my ideas was to in-
vert the migration question from asking how does (male) migration support 
the household back home, to ask: How does female labor support male mi-
gration? This chapter has two goals. One is to describe the historical and 
current remunerated activities of women heads of household (jefas)3 and the 
other, to look at definitions of work and ayuda (help) in the central valleys 
of Oaxaca, Mexico (Figure 1). 
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The Study 
 
 I designed the project to collect data from (a random sample of) female 
heads of household about their and other household members' activities. In 
1998, we applied a survey to between 30 and 40 female household heads 
(total 386) in 11 (out of 121) randomly selected municipal seats (see Figure 
2).4 The survey data describe household composition and structure, work 
histories of the male and female household heads, current activities of all 
household members, land and agriculture, migration, household resources 
and community participation. In 1999, we carried out ethnographic inter-
views with selected informants from this sample.5 These ethnographic inter-
views did not ask about informants' specific activities and income, but 
rather: tell us about the goat (basket, vegetable, etc.) business, How much 
can a person earn? What are the costs, labor and returns? 
 

Figure 1. Central Valleys of Oaxaca 

Map: Jésus Pablo-Montes 
 
 Aside from the fact that I've worked in the valleys for years6  the val-
leys are an ideal spot to apply a comparative (synchronic and diachronic) 
design, since it is the site of a variety of ecological, ethnic and economic ad-
aptations. The design permits us to talk about regional systems, instead of 
sticking with the “one community” view so common in ethnographic stud-
ies. For example, 43 of 93 studies in the Welte Institute for Oaxacan Studies 
(www.welte.org) are single community studies. In addition, while the first 
studies that specifically deal with women in Oaxaca appeared in the 1980s, 
there is no survey research that focuses on rural Oaxacan women to date. 
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This focus brings to the fore regional complexities and dynamics, allowing 
us to reach beyond the romantic story of “my pueblo”. The focus on women 
broadens our knowledge about their role in the Mesoamerican community. 
Without studying the role of women, we cannot understand household 
demographics or social reproduction. An additional outcome of this research 
is better understanding of the dynamics of Mexican migration to the United 
States, an increasingly important social issue in communities in the United 
States as well. 
 
Valleys of Oaxaca 
 

The central valleys are an ideal site for comparative study because they 
contain a large number of communities in close proximity to the urban cen-
ter, the city of Oaxaca. These communities are characterized by a wide vari-
ety of ecological conditions (soil, irrigation, and rainfall) (see de Avila 
1992), accompanied by a wide variety of economic specializations (Cook 
and Binford 1990) in a dense market network (Beals 1975, Cook and Diskin 
1976), as well as ethnic diversity (Zapotec and Spanish speakers). In the val-
leys (excluding the city of Oaxaca), 17% (122,349/735,334) of the popula-
tion speaks an indigenous language, according to official census data 
(INEGI 1990), but most of the population of Oaxaca can be said to be of in-
digenous origin.7  
 
Demographic Characteristics 
 
 About half of the sample (five) communities have a significant number 
of Zapotec speakers, the other half have mainly Spanish speakers (six). De-
mographically, communities are similar—there is no significant difference 
in median household size (6), number of workers (3), number of female 
workers (2) or number of children (4) (Figure 2). Communities do differ 
significantly in terms of other characteristics, especially resources—hectares 
of land, weekly expenditures per capita, and months the (1997) maize har-
vest lasted (Figure 2). These differences result in different patterns of labor 
allocation, especially migration destination. This indicates that there is sig-
nificant stratification in resources between households and communities in 
the sample, mainly along the language use axis, and that this results in dif-
ferential allocation of labor. Zapotec speakers generally have less education, 
less maize, more migrants and spend less on food. 
 
Women’s Work 
 

How do women's activities fit into this picture? In order to describe 
women's activities, I look at remunerated labor, that is, activities that pro-
duce income or food, not necessarily paid in cash (Berik and Bilginsoy 2000 
speak of "not directly remunerative work"). The survey asked each jefa 
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(self-designated female head of household) for a summary of her work his-
tory (first, second, … trabajo—roughly translated as work or job), as well as 
for all of her current activities (including hogar, or non remunerated house-
hold work).8 
 

Figure 2. Household Characteristics 
 (Significant differences between communities) 
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Zapotec 6 2 3 4 28 2 6 5 1 
Asunción Ocotlán 6 1 3 4 37 2 0 5 1.5 
Magdalena Ocotlán 5 2 3 3 33 3 5 5 1 
Magdalena Teitipac 6 2 4 4 25 0 10 4 1 
San Antonino El Alto 6 2 3 4 14 2 37 5 1.5 
San Bartolomé Quialana 6 1 3 4 25 3 24 9 1 
Spanish 6 2 4 4 33 3 7 2 1 
San Agustín Yatareni 6 1.5 4 4 57 3 8 0 1 
San Andrés Ixtlahuaca 5 2 4 4 39 4 9.5 3 1.5 
San Felipe Tejalapan 6 1 3 4 35 4 9 1 1 
San Jerónimo Sosola 5 2 3 5.5 34 3 13.5 5 0 
Trinidad Zaachila 5 1 3 3 34 4 3 1.5 0 
La Companía 6.5 2 5 5 25 3 5 6 1 
          
Median 6 2 3 4 30 2 7 4 0 

Source: 1998 Survey; 8.5 pesos=1 USD in 1998. 
 

 Remunerated labor. We asked each jefa to tell us about her (up to 
five) current activities in 1998. The average number of activities per jefa is 
2.3 (median = 2). Only 16.3% of women report no remunerated activities 
(excluding hogar), these were often elderly women. 
 
 Figure 3 indicates the percentage of women who report each (major) 
activity. Campo is the most important activity in every community (66% 
overall), except Yatareni (a semi-urban community where women make and 
sell tortillas) and in Sosola (a mountain community where women make 
baskets). Other specializations include animals (26%) (mainly goats) in La 
Companía as well as in Asunción Ocotlán, Magdalena Ocotlán, Magdalena 
Teitipac, Ixtlahuaca and Sosola; commerce (24%) of various kinds in 
Yatareni, Quialana, and Zaachila; tortillas (22%) in Tejalapan and Yatareni; 
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and jornalera (agricultural wage labor) in San Antonino. There isn't much 
specialization by language group. More Zapotec-speaking women work in 
agriculture and as peons, whereas more Spanish-speaking women migrate 
(mainly to urban areas to work as domestics). 
 

Figure 3. Jefa's Activities 
1998 (%) 
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Asunción Ocotlán .85 .07 .25 .00 .03 .32 .00 .00 .00 .10 
La Companía .86 .04 .03 .07 .12 .45 .00 .00 .00 .01 
Magdalena Ocotlán .81 .00 .10 .00 .03 .42 .00 .00 .00 .19 
Magdalena Teitipac .72 .05 .54 .00 .00 .26 .00 .00 .00 .18 
San Agustín Yatareni .08 .00 .40 .00 .03 .05 .02 .07 .00 .40 
San Andrés Ixtlahuaca .73 .00 .00 .00 .03 .43 .07 .03 .00 .13 
San Antonino El Alto .84 .26 .00 .00 .13 .13 .00 .01 .00 .19 
San Bartolomé Quialana .67 .02 .19 .00 .00 .19 .00 .00 .05 .43 
San Felipe Tejalapan .54 .02 .49 .00 .00 .12 .02 .01 .00 .17 
San Jerónimo Sosola .67 .06 .11 .94 .06 .28 .00 .06 .00 .22 
Trinidad Zaachila .63 .03 .06 .00 .03 .31 .00 .03 .03 .56 
           
Mean .66 .05 .22 .05 .04 .26 .01 .03 .08 .24 

Note: Since women can report up to five current activities, numbers don't 
add up to 100%. 
 
Non-remunerated labor. Non-remunerated labor reproduces the house-
hold—preparation of food, cleaning, etc. Hogar refers to (theoretically un-
remunerated) labor that makes remunerated labor possible: food, fuel, cloth-
ing, cleaning, etc. In fact, the concept hogar needs refining, since 74% of re-
spondents said that it was one of their current jobs, even though we didn't 
elicit it, assuming that 100% of the women in our sample perform household 
labor.9 Hogar is not necessarily just reproductive, unremunerated work, 
since many household activities include such difficult-to-measure but theo-
retically remunerated activities as raising animals (chickens and pigs) and 
managing the garden (fruits, herbs). Figure 4 illustrates a case of pig produc-
tion, supporting other studies that show that pigs are not a source of income. 
Small scale animal production is a kind of savings (the original piggy bank) 
or transfer of resources within the household (e.g., from male to female) in 
which the return is, at best, equal to the cost of inputs (excluding labor), and 
at worst, a major loss. 
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Figure 4. Pig Production 
INPUTS ITEM Time Cost/Day

/Animal 
2 month male pig   250 
Feed 1 sack @ $70 3.5 

days/3animals 
6.70 

Maize 1 almud (4K) @ $8 1 day/3 ani-
mals 

2.70 

Alfalfa A bale @ $8 dry season, $4-5 
rainy season (average=$6) 

2 days/3 ani-
mals 

1 

  (150 days) $1560 
TOTAL COST   $1810 
Labor Feeding 3 x day .3  
 Clean pen, bathe pigs 

(1 hour every 3rd day)  
.3  

  90 hours  
INCOME 7 month pig (5 months of fat-

tening) 
 $1000 

BALANCE   -$810 
RETURN ON 
LABOR 

90 hours/1000 pesos $p10/hour  

 
 The example in Figure 4 was generated in Trinidad Zaachila with 
Señora María,10 a shopkeeper with a small child and several older children. 
She gasped with shock when we added up the numbers calculating her costs 
and returns, revealing that she'd just that morning sold her hog at a $800 
peso loss (27 June, 1999). I was as surprised as she was, thinking that at 
least she'd have made back her costs. Then she said, "What else can I do 
with my time?" (This said in spite of the fact that she runs the store and was 
taking care of a small child, in addition to her older children). 
 Other livestock don't necessarily make more money. An analysis of 
cows in the same community led one informant to thank me for the inter-
view—certainly a first for me—saying, she'd never done these calculations 
before. Doña Rosa said, "Con razón no hacen nada. Ni el trabajo sacan" 
(That's why they don't make anything, not even their work pays off) (Rosa, 
Trinidad Zaachila, Rees 27 June 1999). Now, this also surprised me, since 
I'd always figured that folks (like a man in San Bartólo Coyotepec in 1985 
who'd first explained to me, the dumb anthropologist, that pigs were a sav-
ings account, not a moneymaker) had a pretty good idea of what they were 
making. One theoretical explanation of the function of these losing proposi-
tions lies in the relation between domestic and commercial animal produc-
tion. Domestic production operates at a loss in the market, but nevertheless 
raises prices to the minimum acceptable to the domestic producer, thus per-
mitting the commercial producer a higher rate of profit, a neat transfer from 
the domestic to the commercial sector (Margulis 1979). One explanation as 
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to why anyone bothers with small-scale animal production suggests itself if 
we look at the return on labor, without including costs. For the pig in Figure 
4, the return is over $10p (over $US1) per hour, considerably more than the 
going wage rate. The (unprofitable) hog business might be a way of transfer-
ring cash from the store's till (controlled by her husband) to buy the alfalfa, 
etc., to her own control (in the form of that $1000 pesos for the hog), even 
though it means a net loss to the household. Pig production, like many other 
household activities, is a remunerated activity, even if often unprofitable. 
This case illustrates how questionable it is to classify hogar as unremuner-
ated. 
 In conclusion, 84% of women report remunerated activity—almost all 
women work, although there are community specializations, affected by 
proximity to the market and other resources (tortilla production, for example 
depends on being within an hour of Oaxaca City; goats need male children 
for herding). In addition, there may be significant remunerated, productive 
activity taking place under the rubric, hogar. How important is this work in 
household maintenance? 

There are a number of obstacles to finding the answer to this question. 
First, we felt it would be difficult to ask people to reveal their income to in-
terviewers, gringas (North Americans) or Mexicanas, who show up at their 
door one day. Second, as shown above, folks don't always have an exact 
idea of the income they get from each activity (see Figure 4). But women do 
know, and aren't reluctant to divulge, often to the centavo (penny), how 
much they spend.11 We asked women how much they'd spent the week be-
fore (or the month before in the case of utilities). In some cases, our inter-
views took place just after the end of the school year, a time that often in-
volves extra expenditures for clothes and food, but otherwise we have no 
reason to think that spending was much different from normal during our in-
terview period (summer 1998). People don't spend much on food (median 
$800 pesos per household per month, $120 median per capita),12 or on any-
thing else, although the difference between communities is significant (Fig-
ure 2). Even the weekly per capita maximum, $p57 ($US7) in the peri-urban 
community of Yatareni, isn't a lot of money—totaling about $280 per 
household of 5.8 per week (or $p1120/$US132 per household per month). 
Some communities are richer or have more cash (urban communities like 
Ixtlahuaca, Zaachila and Yatareni). Poorer (or less cash-oriented) communi-
ties include San Antonino and Sosola (both located in the sierra). 

So, we know how much households spend, but not how much is sup-
plied by the jefa's activities. In 1999, we returned to interview women who 
represented the range of activities in each community and who had been ar-
ticulate and willing informants in 1998. Each of us interviewed about three 
women per community from our 1998 sample, for a total of about 15 per 
community. From these interviews, we obtained a range of incomes for each 
major activity. 

In order to estimate the income that a jefa could receive from each of 
her activities and, thus, her total potential income, I created a new variable 
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(income per activity) and recoded each jefa's activities with an income esti-
mate derived from the ethnographic interviews. For example, women re-
ported between 200 and 400 pesos income from goats, so I recoded cría de 
animales-chivos (animal, or goat, husbandry) as 300 pesos/month. For the 
activity campo, I calculated the amount of maize produced by the household 
and multiplied that by its market price of $4 pesos per kilo and calculated 
the monthly value of maize production. Admittedly, the jefa is not the only 
one responsible for household maize production, but the value of maize pro-
duction is low (median of $62 pesos per month). Generally I underestimated 
the income from different activities. 

Women's estimated median monthly income is $p300 ($US35) and 
households spend $p835 ($US98) on monthly expenses, meaning that 
women supply 36% of household expenses, 75% of which is spent on food. 
If median monthly remittances ($p500/$US59) are calculated, migrants sup-
ply 60% of average household expenses. 

What accounts for the importance of women's contribution to house-
hold maintenance? There is a significant negative relation between women's 
relative contribution and total female workers (p=-.200, sig. .001), and a 
positive relation with higher paying female occupations (teacher p=.201, sig. 
001; domestic service p=.224, sig. .000). There is no significant relationship 
between monthly remittance, migrant jefe (male household head), total male 
migrants, or hectares of land and women's relative contribution. These data 
show that women are responsible for almost half of the household food bill. 
  
History. Women's remunerated work is not a new thing, as jefas’ work his-
tories show. The main change we see since the 1950s13 is an increase in 
commercial activities. Activities whose relative importance has not changed 
much include: domestic service, crafts and agriculture. Activities that in-
creased during this time include agricultural day labor (peon), animals, and 
tortillas. Work remunerated in cash has increased overall, especially com-
merce, and professional (teachers, nurses) activities. 
 
¿Ayuda or Work? 
 
 How do these data compare with reports from elsewhere? Have I 
(re)invented the wheel? Data from Africa indicate that women's participa-
tion in the labor force first declines and then rises with development;14 that 
women move from work in family enterprises to work as employees as in-
comes grow; that fertility declines with income; and that gender gaps in edu-
cation narrow with development (Economist 2001:43-44; Mammen and 
Paxson 2000). This is also true for Zapotec-speaking women in the valleys, 
who have fewer (absolutely and relatively) years of education than their 
Spanish-speaking counterparts and than Zapotec- or Spanish-speaking 
males. For women born at the end of the 1960s, average years of education 
surpasses the average number of children. The relation between jefas’ in-
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come, education and number of children, however, controlling for her age, is 
not significant. Although the increase in female waged work is incipient at 
best, there doesn't seem to be a steady increase in waged (e.g., store em-
ployee) work over time. Rather numbers rose in the 1970s (the Mexican 
boom) and subsequently declined with the onset of the crisis in the 1980s 
(this is not inconsistent with data from the city of Oaxaca that show a shift 
into the informal sector over this same time period (Murphy et al. 1991). 
 Like Stephen (1990), Coyle and Kwong (2000) report that male migra-
tion results in women taking over male agricultural and other duties (at the 
same time that this work is devalued). Women's strategies in taking on addi-
tional duties and the de-valuation of their own contribution reinforce the pa-
triarchal social system and bolster the subsistence family farm economy. 
While my ethnographic data support at least some devaluation of female 
work, I find no relation between male or jefes’ migration and female agri-
cultural activity or number of female remunerated workers in the household. 
Rather, my data seem to indicate that women have always worked, and 
mainly in the campo, regardless of whether or not their husbands and sons 
are migrants. 
 Seguino (2000) describes the relation between gender inequality in 
wages and women's role in the export sector. She suggests that women's 
relatively lower wages were a stimulus to growth by supporting export pro-
duction between 1975 and 1995, and not a deterrent to growth as suggested 
by others. This supports my idea that women's work subsidizes male migra-
tion (labor export), although it is not relevant to agricultural work, which is 
generally not waged. 
 England, Hermsen and Cotter (2000) argue that there is a wage penalty 
(a "general cultural devaluation of women's labor") in female occupations, 
refuting others who state that women concentrate in jobs that pay less (spe-
cialized human capital), especially if those occupations' demand for educa-
tion is taken into account. This argument does not take women's work (in-
cluding waged work) in agriculture into account, since there is no educa-
tional requirement and it is a field worked mainly by men. In Oaxaca, I can't 
really say that women concentrate in low paying agricultural or craftwork, 
although they do get paid less for agricultural wage labor: as jornaleras (day 
agricultural laborers) they are often paid by the piece, which effectively 
lowers their daily remuneration. 
 Cerrutti (2000) finds that female participation in the labor market has 
increased as part of a strategy to reduce household economic uncertainty re-
sulting from unemployment caused by structural adjustment policies. This 
contradicts my work histories that indicate that women have worked their 
whole lives, the crisis of the 1980s notwithstanding, although data from 
Oaxaca city indicates that more women entered the work force (an average 
of one woman in every two households) during the period from 1977 and 
1987, which spans the Mexican crisis (Murphy et al. 1991). The increase in 
numerically less important activities that are remunerated in money, includ-
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ing professional (teachers and nurses) work, responds to the ups and downs 
of larger economic systems. 
 Rothstein (2000) reports that the number of women in the work force 
increased significantly in central Mexico as households increased the num-
ber of people earning a wage to cope with the decline in real wages. Data 
from the 1998 sample indicate that, yes, the number of women in the sala-
ried work force has increased, although the absolute numbers are small; 
nevertheless, the proportion of jefas working in agriculture has remained 
relatively stable. 
 Kramer and McMillan (1999) argue that modern technology reduced 
demands on women's labor time for preparing maize, and, as a consequence, 
mothers have their first child at a younger age. In Oaxaca, marriage age has 
actually increased almost five years since the 1940s, and the number of chil-
dren is not lower for younger women (married in the 1960s) than it is for 
older women (married in the 1940s) (in order to eliminate the effect of on-
going births in younger women, I only look at women married before 1969, 
and I assume, perhaps in haste, that women married in the 1960s are mostly 
through having children). It is too early to say if there is a decrease in birth 
rate in rural areas (there is a decrease in Oaxaca City, see Murphy and 
Stepick 1991), but there, women married in the 1950s and 1960s certainly 
haven't reduced their family size. Considering the positive and significant 
relation between number of children and number of migrants (p=.421, sig. 
.000) and number of children and number of remitters (p=.164, sig. .001), it 
could be argued that migration encourages women to have more children, 
making women's number one remunerated activity the production of labor 
for export. 
 The data reported here show that commerce and professional jobs have 
increased in the central valleys of Oaxaca since 1950, but that there is re-
markable stability in agricultural and other work. Unlike other sources, 
which report that "development" brings greater participation in the wage 
economy and fewer children, these data show that this participation isn't a 
linear process but is more attuned to economic cycles. 
 It turns out that the categories of work and hogar don't help us to un-
derstand the reality of women's labor in the central valleys of Oaxaca. In 
terms of the categories used by women in the valleys, other things than re-
munerated activities are included in their concept of work. Women manage 
by working, just as they always have. Poor women, landless women and 
daughters-in-law earn less; independent women with migrant husbands and 
their daughters are more able to move into commerce and earn a better liv-
ing. 
 
 Language and Ethnicity. Although over half of the communities don't 
speak Zapotec, I would argue that Zapotec concepts still pervade the culture 
of the valleys of Oaxaca. Maya Lin, the architect who designed the Vietnam 
Memorial, explains that all her life people asked her where she's from. From 
Ohio, she said. But, where are you really from? Ohio. It was only years later 
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that she realized that, even though she did not speak Chinese and hadn't 
studied Chinese philosophy, she had absorbed (translated) Chinese concepts 
from her parents (Lin 2000, Krasny 2000). This is the same thing that I ar-
gue is going on with the Zapotec concept for reciprocal, unpaid labor, which 
may be glossed as ayuda (help) in Spanish. I'm not arguing necessarily that 
there is a Zapotec profundo (Bonfil 1989), but that there is at least the possi-
bility that Zapotec concepts continue to be relevant today, whether or not the 
people who use them speak Zapotec. 
 The prime example I want to use is the concept of ayuda, often used by 
men and women to categorize women's work, and often categorized as de-
valuation by anthropologists and others (England, Hermsen and Cotter 
2000; Coyle and Kwong 2000). Women and men often report that women 
don't work (trabajar), but merely help (ayudar) (see Cook and Binford 
1990) even though this ayuda is often a major, material component of the 
household labor package. Women report different ideas about work: I help 
my husband; he doesn't want me to work; I work. These statements repre-
sent the variety of ideas about gender and the division of labor that run the 
gamut from a devaluation of women's work in a patriarchal setting, to 
strong, independent women, conscious of supporting their households. 
 Not all men are unaware of the role of women's work. In other con-
texts, men have told me, "everyone knows that women work more than 
men" (Pedro, San Pedro Quiatoni 16 July 1993). In San Juan la Jarcia, Juan 
said "and this is something that we men have a hard time recognizing, but 
we're working on it" (8 July 1989). These last two men were members of 
Christian base communities (see MacNabb and Rees 1993). In my 1998 
sample, some women (and some men) equate male and female work: "Como 
trabaja el hombre, trabaja la mujer" (Men and women work the same) (Lu-
isa, San Antonio El Alto 1998). 
 Other women devalue their work: "No hice trabajo, nada mas cuidé 2-3 
borregos. La mujer no trabaja en el campo hasta que los hijos tengan 
cuatro años" (I didn't work, I just pastured a couple of sheep. Women don't 
work in the fields until their children are four years old.) (Luisa, San Anto-
nio El Alto, 1998). Some women categorize their work in the fields as 
ayuda: “No mas ayudamos” (We just help out) (Francisca, San Felipe Te-
jalapam, 1998, Miller). 
 Several women recognize that women's work is not visible: "No se ve 
el trabajo de la mujer. Temprano hace tortillas, lleva el almuerzo al campo, 
trabaja el campo. No lo tomamos en cuenta. A veces da coraje, impotencia, 
de no poder hacer nada." (A woman's work is invisible. She gets up early to 
make tortillas, she takes lunch to the campo, she works in the campo. We 
don't take it into account. Sometimes it makes you mad, impotent, that you 
can't do anything). (Juana, La Companía, July 1998). 
 Yet others report that they don't work because their husband won't let 
them: Mi marido no me deja. Si lo se hacer. Quiero trabajar para mi 
dinero—comprar la comida y con su dinero hagamos algo [construir].” (My 
husband doesn't let me [work]. I know how. I want to earn my own money, 
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to buy food and with his money we can do something [build] (Filomena, 
San Antonino El Alto, 1998). 
 A concept that includes reciprocal labor is the word guelaguetza,15 used 
throughout Oaxaca to refer to a system of borrowed or loaned labor in Zapo-
tec communities. People—kin, compadres (ritual co-godparents) and neigh-
bors—help with agricultural activities with the understanding, often written 
down in a libro de guelaguetza (book), that they can “collect" on this debt 
when needed. Baptisms, marriage ceremonies, funerals, fiestas and other so-
cial events are also paid for by this kind of loan in kind or money (Diskin 
1979; Diskin and Cook 1975; Beals 1975) (33% of my sample have a gue-
laguetza book). Reciprocal labor is also used to build houses (18% in the 
sample, although most people inherited an existing house). The fact that 
guelaguetza reciprocity is found equally in Spanish and Zapotec-speaking 
communities (Rees 2000a) reinforces my earlier points about the existence 
of translated concepts and the inadequacy of language as a definition of eth-
nicity. The existence and persistence of guelaguetza relations, even in the 
city, indicate that reciprocity is an important strategy for dealing with infla-
tion, uncertainty and lack of adequate savings or investment opportunities. 
 The word guelaguetza does not appear in Zapotec dictionaries except 
as a Spanish word (Munro and Lopez 1999). The core of the word, guela, is 
a transformation of yela, an abstract concept meaning, among other things, 
greatness, the "soul of the word" (Zanhe Xbab 1995). Most intriguing of all 
is the meaning precioso (beautiful), related to the Nahuatl term, quetzal (as 
in the precious feathers of quetzal-coatl, the feathered serpent) and perhaps 
to a generalized Mesoamerican concept of value, or the precious value of re-
ciprocity, the basis of community. Guetz does not appear in the Zapotec dic-
tionary compiled by Munro and Lopez (1999). The importance of this dis-
cussion of reciprocal exchange, called guelaguetza or translated as dar la 
mano (lend a hand), is that reciprocity is the basis of peasant communities16 
throughout Mesoamerica. And that reciprocity is often couched (in Spanish) 
in terms of ayuda.17 Ayuda, then, can be redefined, not necessarily as de-
valuated, non-cash work, but as reciprocal labor, labor that the giver expects 
will be returned one day.18 Women don't just help out; they make a substan-
tial contribution to the support of their families. 
 Women aren't the only ones who "help out." Elson (1992) notes that 
male bias means that female unpaid labor is often not taken into account, 
and that, especially in agriculture, women (and children) are an integral part 
of the work force (Figure 2). Donahoe (2000) critiques work typologies in 
the developing world. Conventional labor force participation measures often 
ignore a substantial proportion of women's total productive activity, result-
ing in a limited understanding of the many processes that affect and are af-
fected by women's work. Benería (2000) notes that bias leads to the underes-
timation of women's work in the labor force. The attempt to account for 
women's work has gradually evolved to include all unpaid work, including 
work done by men and children, illustrating how feminist issues have chal-
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lenged traditional economic thinking. This is in agreement with my findings 
on work and ayuda. 
 Afshar and Maynard (2000) find that the hegemony of Western femi-
nism means that the range of women's issues (e.g., work) tends to be nar-
rowly and parochially conceived, especially in the use of concepts that are 
not easily translated into English (or Spanish in this case). The authors argue 
that non-Western concepts must be moved from margin to center stage. This 
is relevant to my discussion of work and ayuda, and the Zapotec basis of 
these concepts, even in Spanish-speaking communities. 
 The valley Zapotec word for work, zèèi'ny (Munro and Lopez 1999), 
refers specifically to cash labor, with fixed hours and a patrón or boss (de la 
Cruz, see footnote 18). Work, then is labor remunerated in cash. However, 
there is considerable overlap in the concepts of work and ayuda, as well as 
the concept of hogar. 
 I have not (re)discovered the hilo negro (roughly, the wheel), but rather 
confirmed the concerns of many in the literature: women's work (paid and 
unpaid) is under-valued and under-counted. The important conclusion I 
draw from this data is that women's work, or ayuda, or whatever you want 
to call it, is vital in the sustenance of households in the central valley of 
Oaxaca, accounting for almost half of the total household food budget. 
Elsewhere I have analyzed migration and remittance patterns (Rees et al. 
1991, Gijón et al. 2000, Rees 2000b) and concluded that 26% of migrants 
send no remittances. Those who do, don't send much (an average of 
$p846/month, or $US100, the median is $p500/month or $US59, but this 
amount makes an important contribution to household maintenance. Higher 
remittances are related significantly only to consumer goods (such as televi-
sions), indicating that migrant remittances are mainly consumed (not in-
vested) (Rees 2000b). Women's work is necessary for household survival 
and may also make (male) migration possible, even though women do not 
appear to work more if there are more migrants, or less if there is more re-
mittance money coming in. I conclude that women's work makes household 
survival possible, and has been doing so for quite a while, regardless of male 
migration patterns. 
 Elson (1992:41) argues that migration is a male strategy and although it 
reduces household expenses (male consumption), it also usually reduces re-
sources even more. The recent increase in the number of female migrants to 
the United States (Rees and Coronel 2000) may indicate that this is no 
longer the case. In this sample, migration is not solely a male strategy: in 
spite of low remittances, the number of migrants is positively related to con-
sumer goods. Not all Mexican migrants cut themselves off from their fami-
lies, not all operate solely as "free agents" or individuals, but remain tied to 
their households and communities of origin through reciprocal relations. 
 
Social reproduction 
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 This is all related to community and social reproduction. Social repro-
duction includes not only the biological replacement of the social group, but 
the production of sufficient goods for its subsistence and biological repro-
duction, as well as the social and ideological relations that make it up 
[Bourdieu 1990 (1972):59]. In a social formation with simple reproduction 
(biological reproduction of the group, and production of sufficient goods for 
subsistence and biological reproduction and the reproduction of the social 
and ideological relations) (Bourdieu 1990:59), there may be contradictory 
interests. In the case of the pig (Figure 4), the male and female head of 
household may have conflicting interests; migrants equally may have differ-
ent interests from workers at home. The household cannot be treated as a 
homogeneous unit (MacIntosh 1977). 
 This perspective on women helps us critique accounts of household la-
bor, and takes unpaid, invisible, devalued labor into account, requiring a 
new look at household reproductive and productive labor. Not taking 
women's labor into account misses an important part of household activity. 
In addition, taking language use into account adds cultural and linguistic 
concepts to our perspective, resulting in the conclusion that western, often 
male, categories cannot be used to freely translate concepts from other lan-
guages. Not only do we undercount unpaid labor (male and female); we 
have inadequate categories to talk about it. 
 I have described the historical and current remunerated activities of 
women heads of household (jefas) in the central valleys of Oaxaca: com-
mercial activity has increased, while many other activities have basically 
stayed the same. The data show that women supply over a third of house-
hold maintenance. This analysis leads me to conclude that our definitions of 
work, help and household labor are not adequate to describe women's con-
tribution to household maintenance. 
 Overall, women provide their households with food, tortillas and other 
basics. Men’s income is often used for construction, cash crops, utilities, rit-
ual (such as quinceaños, a girl’s fifteenth birthday-coming out party), illness 
and other “extras.” Men can migrate because they know their wives have 
their own income and their children won’t go hungry. Women produce (cash 
income or agricultural products) in order to reproduce (including the bio-
logical reproduction of the unit, but also the culture, language, all things 
symbolized by ritual, community, and land tenure). They reproduce, and in 
so doing, produce and export labor. 
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Endnotes 
                                                
1 Thanks to Laurel Smith, University of Kentucky, for insightful comments 

on an earlier draft of this paper. Colleagues at the 2001 annual meetings of 
the Society of Economic Anthropology (Milwaukee, Wisconsin, April 27-
28, 2001), where an earlier version of this paper was presented, made sub-
stantial useful comments. 

 
2 National Science Foundation #9729824, Women and Migration in the Cen-

tral Valley of Oaxaca, Mexico. Analysis was carried out at the Centro de 
Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social-Istmo, Oax-
aca, Mexico with the support of the Fulbright Foundation. 

 
3 One of the limitations of this data is that it does not include all female 

workers in the household, just the self- and household-designated head. 
 
4 Martha Rees, Dolores Coronel Ortiz (IIS-UNAM) and Isabel Pérez Vargas 

(Chapingo, Georgia State University), with help from Danyael Miller, 
Shaunda Blackwell and Michelle Patterson (supported by an NSF REU 
grant) designed the instruments and carried out the survey research. Limi-
tations to the study include the fact that only municipal head towns were 
selected. We could suppose that smaller, non-head towns might have dif-
ferent characteristics. 

 
5 Rees, Coronel and Pérez carried out the ethnographic surveys with help 

from Vishwanie Persaud, Kelly Taylor, Iyonka Strawn, and Shawn 
McClain. Data were analyzed with the help of Kelly Taylor and Currey 
Hitchens, with the support of an NSF REU grant and Agnes Scott College. 

 
6 Rees 1993, 1996; DeWalt, Rees and Murphy 1994; Murphy, Rees, French, 

Morris and Winter 1990; Gijón, Rees and Reyes 2000; Rees, Murphy, 
Morris and Winter 1991; Nahmad, González and Rees 1988; MacNabb 
and Rees 1993. 

 
7 Elsewhere (Rees 2000a), I conclude that language is not a sufficient indi-

cator of ethnicity, since "traditional" "indigenous" behavior—guelaguetza 
(roughly, reciprocity, see below), tequio (labor tax) and cargo (civil or re-
ligious post) do not sort out by language use. Because of ambiguity in the 
use of ethnicity and language, I define individuals, households and com-
munities by the language they speak (Zapotec or Spanish), without claim-
ing that Spanish-speaking households are culturally distinct. The Zapotecs 
are a diverse language family, similar to the Romance language family, 
made up of numerous mutually unintelligible languages. In the central val-
leys there appear to a number of separate languages (three in the Tlacolula 
wing of the valley alone) (Munro and Lopez 1999), although I suspect that 
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"unintelligibility" has political connotations, in that allied communities 
may admit to mutual intelligibility and communities in conflict may deny 
it. 

 
8 There are other female workers than just the jefa, and their remunerated la-

bor may reflect generational and educational changes. 
 
9 Discrepancies in interviewers and coders were a problem, probably all 

women would have included hogar in their list of activities if we had elic-
ited it. 

 
10 Names have been changed to protect informants’ identities. 
 
11 I've successfully used this technique of estimating household income by 

eliciting household expenditures elsewhere (Rees 2001). Expenditures 
may not equal income, but they surely come close in most households, in-
cluding my own. 

 
12 I use median instead of mean to compensate for skewed data. 
 
13 Because there are fewer work histories that begin before 1950, I limit this 

analysis to the period 1950-1998. 
 
14 It isn't clear what the definition of development being used is. 
 
15 Not to be confused with the twentieth century folklore dance show, Oax-

aca’s largest tourist attraction, wherein urban dancers depict “traditional” 
dances of the different regions of Oaxaca. 

 
16 Peasants are small agriculturalists who mainly produce with (unpaid) 

household labor for their own consumption (Wolf 1966). 
 
17 Barabas (1986) has a similar analysis for the Chatino of Oaxaca. 
 
18 Special thanks to linguist María Teresa Pardo, CIESAS-Istmo, for her in-

terpretation and help with the concepts discussed here, especially ayuda 
and yela. Victor de la Cruz, CIESAS-Istmo, gave me the definitive inter-
pretations of ayuda, yela, work and other concepts. 

 


